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DAY 1 

The Wealthy Exterior 
All chi begins on the outside and goes inward 

 

We are the wealth that surrounds us. This makes your environment key to your wealth. 
To lead a wealthy life, you need a home and landscape exterior that looks auspicious 
and feels abundant, is in good condition, and has appeal.  

LANDSCAPE 

Drive/Approach to House   _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Support at rear of house    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Landscaping around house   _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Trees in yard/garden    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Shrubs trimmed    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Patio/balcony     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

No shrubs are grown over the windows _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Grass/ground cover in good condition  _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

HOUSE 

Looks appealing    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Exterior in good repair    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Landscaping around house   _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Trash and rubbish bins out of sight  _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

All exterior faucets are tight, no drips _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Front door looks auspicious   _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

House color harmonized with direction _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

No blocks, poison arrows aimed at door _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 
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The Wealthy Exterior 

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT 

Write down where you need to improve the exterior of your home to give it an 
auspicious and wealthy appearance. 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 
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DAY 2 

The Wealthy Interior 
Our home is the starting point for our wealth 

 

We are the prosperity that surrounds us. This makes your environment key to your 
wealth. To lead a wealthy life, you need a home and landscape exterior that looks 
auspicious and feels abundant, is in good condition, and has appeal.  

Look at all the areas of your home or apartment. Which areas look good and which ones 
need help? This worksheet is designed to help you home in on the areas that don’t look 
abundant or wealthy or that feel good.  

ASK YOURSELF THESE QUESTIONS: 

• Is your foyer inviting and auspicious looking? ____________________________ 
• Where does your eye fall first? _________________________________________ 
• Does your bedroom look and feel wealthy? _______________________________ 
• What area of your home looks subpar? __________________________________ 
• Does your kitchen feel abundant? ______________________________________ 
• What looks cheap and unattractive to you?_______________________________ 

RATE YOUR HOME’S OVERALL APPEARANCE 

Clutter      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Cleanliness      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Dated/tired     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Quality décor      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

In good repair     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Patio/balcony     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

No shrubs are grown over the windows _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Grass/ground cover in good condition  _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Curtains, windows     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Artwork       _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 
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FOYER 

Inviting and auspicious entryway  _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Good lighting, chandelier    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Open and uncluttered    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Décor/furnishings    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

 

LIVING ROOM 

Looks appealing    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Furniture     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Artwork     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Carpet/rugs     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Accessories     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Lighting     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Style/dating     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Good arrangement    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

 

BEDROOM 

Bed frame and headboard   _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Mattress      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Linens      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Décor      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Artwork, accessories    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Uncluttered     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Lighting      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Storage      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Nightstands/bedside table   _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement   

Ambiance     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Storage      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 
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BEDROOM #2 

Bed frame and headboard   _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Mattress      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Linens      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Décor      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Artwork, accessories    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Uncluttered     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Lighting      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Storage      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Nightstands/bedside table   _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement   

Ambiance     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Storage      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

 

KITCHEN 

Kitchen appliances    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Looks appealing     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Nice dishes, glasses, cutlery   _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Trash and rubbish bins out of sight  _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Cabinets in good repair   _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Countertops     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Flooring     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Lighting     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

 

BATHROOM 

Attractive     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Cabinets      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Flooring     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Quality toiletries, products    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Lighting     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Shower/tub     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Towels      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 
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DINING ROOM  ______N/A 

Looks appealing    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Nice table      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Comfortable chairs    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

China      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Silver, cutlery     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Crystal      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Décor      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Table linens     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

 

HOME OFFICE  ______N/A 

Desk      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Office chair      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Décor/artwork    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Quality computer    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Quality printer    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Desk Lamp     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

No shrubs are grown over the windows _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Grass/ground cover in good condition  _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

 

OUTDOOR LIVING  ______N/A 

Patio      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Veranda/Balcony     _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Outdoor furniture    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

BBQ      _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 

Pretty plants/flowers    _____Looks wealthy _____ Needs improvement 
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The Wealthy Interior 

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT 

Write down where you need to improve the interior of your home to give it an 
auspicious and wealthy look and feel. 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 
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DAY 3 

Activate 
If your ship doesn’t come in, swim out to meet it!  ~Jonathan Winters 

We are the accumulation of the actions we take. All the intention in the world is 
meaningless without taking action.  

There is a saying, Take action! An inch of movement will bring you closer to your goals 
than a mile of intention. Steve Maraboli. No amount of wishing will make things 
happen.  

Giving your home, money, and life attention is what builds abundance and wealth.  

A prosperous life is built on prosperous actions that you take in your home and your 
life. There is no other way. 

WEALTHY ACTIVATIONS 

□ Sweep your front door daily  

□ Ring a bell around the front door 3 times in clockwise motion 

□ Activate the lucky corner of your living room and bedroom 

□ Remove dead/struggling plants and replace with new ones 

□ Plant fruit-bearing or flowering trees 

□ Clean and clear front door and back door areas 

□ Beautify your bedroom and home office 

EXTERIOR 

_____Remove dead/dying plants 

_____Plant fruit or flowering trees in the garden 

_____Plant a kitchen garden 

_____Add support to the rear of your home 

_____Trim shrubs too close, covering windows, too close to the door, overgrown 

_____Repaint front door 

_____Add new house numbers 
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_____Add new exterior lights and landscape lighting  

_____Flank the door with plants, objects 

_____Add new welcome mat  

_____Add lighting to the front of the house 

_____Add a fountain at the front of the house 

 

INTERIOR 

_____Improve foyer area (new chandelier, rug)  

_____Correct flaws, scuffed wall paint, trim 

_____Check all plumbing for leaks 

_____Re-arrange furniture 

_____Place bed in command position 

_____Beautify bedroom 

_____Remove and replace dented, scratched pans 

_____Remove or replace mismatched dishes/cups  

_____Remove or replace chipped dinnerware 

_____Activate the lucky corners with tall plant/tall lamp (no plants in bedrooms) 

_____Declutter closets, drawers  

_____Clear the tops of tables, counters 

_____Get rid of any items that you don’t like or that don’t feel or look wealthy to you. 

_____Add beautiful accessories 

_____Clean pantry, refrigerator, freezer 

_____Dust 

_____Clean 

 

FINANCES 

_____Buy new red folders for financial accounts  

_____Buy new red folders for clients/business accounts 

_____Clear out all old papers, receipts from wallet, purse 

_____What credit cards do you no longer need? Close the accounts. 

_____ Organize your bills and financial papers (buy a label maker if you need to) 
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_____Buy a new wallet 

_____Put money in your wallet 

_____Make a wealth bowl (clean wealth bowl, update it) 

_____Make a wealth vase  

 

SELF 

_____Donate all clothes that don’t fit you now 

_____Buy an outfit that makes you feel wealthy 

_____Dispose of old, unused makeup, tired accessories 

_____Donate or throw away old shoes 

_____Get a manicure/pedicure 

_____Make any doctor or dental appointments that you need to make 

_____Dress nicely (even if you’re at home) 

_____Assess your clothing __underwear __bras __sleepwear __  

 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 

Health is wealth. Looking good makes you feel wealthy. Take time to schedule these 
activities.  

_____Nice haircut/color/blowout _____ Scheduled  Date _____________ 

_____Vacation   _____ Scheduled   Date _____________ 

_____Physical/blood work  _____ Scheduled  Date _____________ 

_____Gyno/Specialist   _____ Scheduled   Date _____________ 

_____Mammogram/Bone Scan _____ Scheduled   Date _____________ 

_____Colonoscopy   _____ Scheduled   Date _____________ 

_____Specialist   _____ Scheduled   Date _____________ 

_____Eye exam/stylish glasses _____ Scheduled  Date _____________ 

_____Dentist (whitening/braces) _____ Scheduled   Date _____________ 

_____Facial    _____ Scheduled   Date _____________ 

_____Massage   _____ Scheduled  Date _____________ 

_____Therapist   _____ Scheduled   Date _____________ 

_____Personal coach/trainer _____ Scheduled   Date _____________ 
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_____Exercise/gym membership _____ Scheduled   Date _____________ 

_____Housekeeping service _____ Scheduled   Date _____________ 

_____Therapist   _____ Scheduled   Date _____________ 

 

AHAS & REFLECTION 

What thoughts have come up for you while working on this worksheet? 

 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

 

What 3 things currently make you feel prosperous, abundant, and wealthy?  

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 
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What 3 things would make you feel prosperous, abundant, and wealthy if 
they were in your life?  

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

 

What 3 things make you feel frustrated, broke, tired, and like something is 
lacking in your life? 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

ACTION AFFIRMATIONS  

Read these affirmations out loud and write them whenever possible. 

I take action to build a wealthy life every single day. 

I prioritize progress above perfection. 

I am worthy of living a wealthy, abundant life. 

I am worthy of taking the steps that build a wealthy life. 

I easily release the things that make me feel cheap, poor, and 
unsatisfied. 

I embrace having nice things and treating myself well. 

It is safe for me to upgrade my home and my life. 

I am worthy of living a beautiful home that makes me feel wealthy and prosperous. 
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DAY 4 

Money Love 
 

Below is a famous quote about love….but for this day, substitute the word “money” for 
love.  

“Your task is not to seek love, but merely to seek and find all the barriers within 
yourself that you have built against it.” –   Rumi 

Money is energy. Money is just a number. These are all truths. And so is the truism that 
love is an action. You can’t just “love” money….you have to have love for money, and 
that takes action. 

But in your mind and psyche, money can be so much more. It’s often more about your 
personal value and feelings of self-worth. 

Money can make you feel in control, or, out of control.  

When we don’t actively participate in our financial life, we are not in control. The best 
way to manage money is to plan for it and take the reins. That’s when you feel like you 
have a firm financial grip. Otherwise, money will always feel like it’s in control of you. 

 
Is this your relationship with money? 
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Wouldn’t you rather have a better, closer relationship with money? 

 

Ask Yourself…. 

□ What are you doing for money? ________________________________________ 

□ How are you growing money? _________________________________________ 
o And is it growing? _____YES     _____NO      _____I don’t know 

□ How do you show money interest?______________________________________ 

□ What money are you letting slip past you?________________________________ 

□ How often do you talk about money (not just bills)? ________________________ 

□ Do you ignore or neglect money, bills, earning more?_______________________ 

What are your barriers to wealth? Write them out here. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

This cannot be the year of talking. Of wishing. Of Wanting.  

This has to be the year you get it done. 

– Eric Thomas 
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Start at the End —Where You Want to Be…. 

 

What’s Your Number? Claim it! 

I want (insert amount)______________________________________ by the 
time I retire. 

I want to earn ________________________________ this year. 

 

What do you want to do with your money? 

____Travel  ____Start a business ____Pay for college 

____Buy a car ____Buy a house  ____Pay off my mortgage 

____Vacation ____Charity  ____Buy nice furniture 

____Buy clothes ____Swimming pool ____ _________________ 

____ _________ ____ _____________  ____ _________________ 

____ _________ ____ _____________  ____ _________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

What would be different in your life if you had more money? 
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Now, let’s talk about beliefs, feelings, and get a feel for where you really 
are…. 

What are the money beliefs you grew up with? 

___I’m not worthy of wealth 

___My family isn’t a “rich” family 

___Money is not spiritual 

___I’ll probably just fail anyway 

___I don’t deserve to be rich 

___But we can’t afford nice things 

___Rich people are greedy and 
dishonest 

___If I’m successful, my friends/family 
will be jealous and stop liking me 

___I’m no better than my parents, so I 
shouldn’t make more then they did 

___I might forget what’s truly 
important and not like myself if I were 
rich 

___Money is the root of all evil 

___Our family has never been good with 
money 

___No one I know is wealthy 

___Being wealthy is a dream 

___Rich people invest their money, not 
average people 

___I will never have enough money 

___Wealthy people are liars 

___Rich people are snobs 

___No one in my family is rich 

___Women can’t be rich and be good 
mothers 

___Don’t stand out and be flashy 

___Money is hard to make 

___I can’t enjoy money 

___Money is for saving, not enjoying 

___If I live long enough, I might enjoy 
some of my money 

___My family wouldn’t like me if I were 
successful 

___My spouse wouldn’t support me if I 
became wealthy and successful_ 

___You can't have your cake and eat it 
too 

___You should feel guilty if you take 
pleasure in things money can buy 

___You are always wasteful with money 

___Don't spend because you might need 
that money 

___You shouldn't make more money 
than ____your spouse ____your parents 
_____your siblings _____your friends 

___  ___________________________ 

___  ___________________________ 

___  ___________________________ 

It’s time to decide what you want to believe. 

_____All of these beliefs are true  _____All of these beliefs are untrue 

_____I’m ready to let go of these old beliefs 

Circle the beliefs that you have a hard time letting go of. Think about ways you can 
move past them. 
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What are your feelings now about money? 

Put a check next to the box that represents best how you feel about money. 

Column A  Column B 

_______Secure _______Helpless 

_______Self-confident _______Powerless 

_______In control _______Poor 

_______Loved _______Guilty 

_______Respected _______Worthless 

_______Empowered _______Worried 

_______Independent _______Dependent 

_______In harmony _______Inhibited 

_______Peaceful _______Restricted 

_______Satisfied _______Defenseless 

_______Flexible _______Depressed 

_______Successful _______Limited 

_______Wealthy _______Out of control 

_______Capable _______Lonely 

_______Fulfilled _______Overworked 

Table courtesy of www.wife.org 

Add up the number of checks in the A column and the number of checks in the B 
column.  

Which column has the higher amount of check marks? If you have checks in the B 
column, how can you use the strengths you checked in the A column to help you 
overcome the feelings in the B column? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



WEALTH

SAVINGS

SPENDING/CHECKING.
ASSETS (I.E., HOUSE)

DEBTSDONATION/PHILATHROPY

FU
N, V

AC
AT

IO
NS

CR
ED

IT
 S

CO
RE

RETIRE/INVESTMENTS/FUTURE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

THE WHEEL OF WEALTH HELPS YOU TO SEE VISUALLY WHERE YOU ARE
IN THE 8 WEALTH CATEGORIES BELOW. SHADE IN THE SECTION AND

RATING EACH CATEGORY FROM 1 (WORST) TO 10 (BEST).

T H E  W H E E L  O F  
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Next, let’s find to find out where you are financially.  

 

FINANCIAL STATUS 

Having a good, clear understanding of your beliefs, feelings, and where you actually are 
in your financial life should give you a pretty good 30,000 foot view of your monetary 
picture. 

The next steps are financial WEALTHY ACTION STEPS. 

Where energy goes, energy flows. 

Feng Shui 

Where do you put your energy? When you put energy into money, it pays you back. 

WEALTHY ACTIONS 

Wealthy people take wealthy actions. Taking action is 1/3 of your personal feng shui! 
This is where you CREATE your own luck and momentum with intention coupled with 
ACTION. They handle money as it comes and work to grow their assets. Below is a list of 
actions you can take RIGHT NOW. 

FOUND MONEY 

Look for money in these places: 

___Unpaid invoices  ___Checks not cashed  ___Benefits (vacation, backpay) 

___Money owed you ___Cash out of PayPal  ___Claim affiliate fees owed 

___Bill clients   ___Cash in coins  ___Sell unwanted items online 

___Gift card balances ___Cash in on credits ___Loyalty points for cash/credit 

DEBT 

Is money owed to you?  

Determine if you can live without it and cancel the debt and move on.  

Friends and family are often impossible to get to pay their debts while you are saddled 
with their debt and the psychic and emotional drain.  

If possible, move on and consider it done. 

____I am ready to move on from the debt owed to me by_______________________. 
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Do you owe money?  

Create a payment plan with a clear deadline. Pay more than the minimum. Find 
additional sources of income to pay it off. Additionally look for areas where you can cut 
your spending to apply toward that debt. 

____I owe $______________ on my/for my___________________________________.  

If I pay $___________ per month/week, this will be paid off by___________________.  

Debt, whether being owed or owing, is a burden on you. Look for ways to make peace 
with what is owed you by letting it go if you can (in business this is called a write-off).  
And, if you have difficulty getting out of debt and staying that way, consider getting 
help with a financial adviser like Dave Ramsey (see resources below).  

MONEY IN 

To have security and grow wealth, money has to go in. If you only pay bills, you will 
only pay bills. You have to start the flow of money going IN and not just going OUT. 

____The IN account. If you don’t have one, open an account that has money that only 
goes IN and never comes out.  

____Maximize. Put aside the maximum amount of money you can into your retirement 
account. 

____Automate Savings. Have money drafted from your paycheck to go to a savings 
account to use for a vacation, property taxes, or college tuition. 

____Open a “fun account” at your bank. Set aside money monthly that’s just for fun and 
with no strings attached. 

____Find sources of income. Teach a class, sell items, start a side hustle, make an offer 
to your clients. 

____Ask for a raise. Check when you last had a raise. You don’t if you don’t ask. 

____Apply for a promotion. Is there a new job or position for which your qualified that 
pays more? Apply for it. 

GROW MONEY 

____Open an investment account. Look into companies like Merrill Lynch, Edward 
Jones, TD Ameritrade, Charles Schwab, Morgan Stanley. 

____Hire a financial planner. Check references and get recommendations. Ask about 
their fees. Be 100% confident before committing. 

____Avoid buy and sell fever. Invest in stocks for the long term; let them grow.  

____Invest in money. Buy books about investing, attend investing courses and lectures, 
read investment newsletters, subscribe to money magazines. 
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____Be committed to growing money. Invest your time and take interest. This is your 
future and your security. 

____Set quarterly appointments. Keep tabs on your money. Whether with a financial 
advisor or yourself or your spouse, look at your investments, your financial statements, 
and accounts to see where you are.  

____Are your investments growing? Every investment has downturns and slow 
periods, but if your investments didn’t grow during the big growth period or their 
moving at a glacial pace, it might be time to reassess your strategy or your advisor. 

____Take an active role in your financial planning. This is your life, your money, and 
your future. Don’t leave everything up to your planner. Be an active participant. Come 
with ideas, questions, and suggestions. 

AHA’s & REFLECTION 

What thoughts have come up for you while working on this worksheet? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Describe 3 things financial goals  that you have met. 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 
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What are 3 ways you could increase your earnings/wealth/income?  

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

What 3 things you could do today to grow your money? 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

What 3 things you could do today to save money and reduce spending? 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 
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AFFIRMATIONS OF ACTION 

Read these affirmations out loud and write them whenever possible. 

I am my best investment. 

I am my own asset class. 

I am worthy of having financial security. 

I am willing to do what it takes to create the financial life I want. 

I am worthy of investing myself and my time on growing my wealth. 

I easily handle my debts and make a plan and set a date to pay them off. 

I embrace making more money and being paid what I am owed and what I am worth. 

It is safe for me to invest and make more money. 

 

Helpful Articles and Resources: 

Financial Peace with Dave Ramsey 

https://www.ramseysolutions.com/ramseyplus 

 

Money Scripts and What Your Parents Really Taught You about Money 

https://www.wisebread.com/what-did-your-parents-really-teach-you-about-money-it-
might-surprise-you 

 

Investing: 

Motley Fool 

https://www.fool.com/ 

Dave Ramsey Investing 

https://www.ramseysolutions.com/retirement/smartvestor 

 

 

 

https://www.ramseysolutions.com/ramseyplus
https://www.wisebread.com/what-did-your-parents-really-teach-you-about-money-it-might-surprise-you
https://www.wisebread.com/what-did-your-parents-really-teach-you-about-money-it-might-surprise-you
https://www.fool.com/
https://www.ramseysolutions.com/retirement/smartvestor
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DAY 4 

The 5 Elements of Wealth 

 

 

“Wealth is not about having a lot of money; it’s about having a lot of options” 

– Chris Rock 

There are 5 elements of wealth. YOU are at the center of them.  

YOU are your own wealth tai chi. 

Wealth requires investment. Investment of time, investment of attention, and 
investment of energy. 

 

She who hesitates is lost broke.  
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WHERE WEALTH LIVES 

 

Needs & Wants List 

√ X FINANCIAL NEEDS √ X WANTS 
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Create a Wealthy Environment 

EXTERIOR 

$ _____See abundance by planting flowering or fruiting trees and plants 
 

$ _____Put trash cans out of sight 
 

$ _____Create curb appeal to attract sheng chi – beautiful energy. 
 

$ _____Improve your front door entryway 
 

$ _____Add lighting to your exterior; turn on entry lights 
 

$ _____Place a new entry rug at the door that looks auspicious 
 

$ _____Add water at front if possible 
 

$ _____Paint your front door a productive color 
 

 

INTERIOR 

$ _____Clean walls and trim 
 

$ _____Re-arrange furniture 
 

$ _____Add appeal to your bedroom. 
 

$ _____Update your style and decor 
 

$ _____Improve your foyer and entryway 
 

$ _____Remove things that bring down your energy 
 

$ _____Use good china, crystal, and silver 
 

$ _____Use the dining room 
 

$ _____Make sure you have a quality headboard 
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Take Wealthy Actions 

$ _____ Create a plan to eliminate debt or release a debt owed to you. 
 

$ _____Reduce subscription payments, i.e., streaming accounts  
 

$ _____Learn about money. Spend time learning about investments. 
 

$ _____Find a financial planner, take a financial course (Dave Ramsey). 
 

$ _____Use the dining room. 
 

$ _____Add a Phoenix footstool. 
 

$ _____Move 27 things to get chi moving. 
 

$ _____Move pictures to different places to help you see differently. 
 

$ _____Ring bell around front door. 
 

$ _____Organize and schedule payments. 
 

$ _____Chase money – from clients, that’s owed to you, checks not cashed, 
cash in points, use points (hotel rooms, flights) 

 
$ _____Get a credit card that gives you something back: points, cash. 

 
$ _____Take care of your health. 

 

Accumulate Money 

$ _____Start a savings and fun account…. even if you have debt. 
 

$ _____Start or jumpstart an investment account. 
 

$ _____Look for ways to add extra income (garage sale, sell items online). 
 

$ _____Automate payments, drafts to bank accounts. 
 

$ _____Look for ways to add extra income (garage sale, sell items online). 
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See Wealth 

$ _____Put bank account apps on your phone. 
 

$ _____Put investment account apps on your phone. 
 

$ _____Add a stock app on your phone. Track stocks. 
 

$ _____Put images of wealth in your home and office, i.e., real art, places 
you want to visit, hotels  

 
$ _____Create a vision board that includes images and words of things 

you want to have/be/do in your life.  
 

$ _____Surround yourself with items and images that represent wealth to 
you. 

 
$ _____Write It Down. What do you want? How much do you want? 

When do you want it? If you don’t write it down, it’s not real. It’s a wish. 
 

Grow Wealth 

$ _____Identify your numbers, i.e., earnings, retirement, savings 
 

$ _____Find a financial role model (friend, person, family member, etc.) 
 

$ _____Name the things you want to have, things you want to do. The 
Universe will find a way.  

 
$ _____Add a stock app on your phone. Track stocks, funds, investments. 

 
$ _____Put images of wealth in your home and office, i.e., real art, places 

you want to visit, hotels, beautiful images.  
 

$ _____Create a vision board that includes images and words of things 
you want to have/be/do in your life.  

 
$ _____Surround yourself with items and images that represent wealth to 

you. 
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$ _____Plant a garden…flowers, fruit, vegetables, herbs. Make your home 
abundant. 

You are the Tai Chi. 

You are the magic, you are the energy, you are at the center of your life and 
your wealth. 

Just showing up isn’t enough.  

INVEST IN YOU 

$ _____Get a business/life coach. 
 

$ _____Go to seminars i.e., Tony Robbins, Dave Ramsey. 
 

$ _____Travel, go on vacations, book experiences.  
 

$ _____Take courses. 
 

$ _____Plastic surgery. 
 

$ _____Good clothing.  
 

$ _____Maintain your outlook. Podcasts, positive social activities, books. 
 

Investing vs. Spending 

Investment pays you back in some way. Spending gets things. 

How can you change from spending and think more about investing? 

Investing is not gambling. Gambling is taking chances. 

Investing is taking a qualified risk with the belief and the expectation of a 
return based on your due diligence and the investment’s track record, i.e., 
Apple stock, real estate. 
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What would be different if you invested in yourself? What would you 
invest in if money were no object? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Describe the top 3 things you learned this week. 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

What are 3 ways you can change with regard to money right now?  

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

□ ___________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 


